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SECTION - I 

Q.1 Fill in the blanks. (5)  

 1. ______ is the genetic modification of plants to make them produce sterile seeds. 

(terminator gene technology, xenotransplantation) 

 

 2. Euthanasia conducted with the consent of the patient is termed _______ euthanasia.  

(voluntary, involuntary, non-voluntary)  

 

 3. _______ is a transplant of organs or tissue from one species to another.  

(allograft, xenograft, isograft) 

 

 4. _______ is the belief and practice which aims at improving the genetic quality of the 

human population.  

(eugenics, cryonics, euthanasia) 

 

 5. Any attempt to temporarily or permanently overcome the current limitations of the 

human body through natural or artificial means is known as ________.  

(gene therapy, neuroethics, human enhancement) 

 

Q.2 Answer the following. (Any Two) (20) 

 1.  What is GEM? What are the steps involved in genetic engineering? Give a detailed 

account of ethical issues involved in producing GEMs. 

 

 2.  What are the benefits and risks in gene therapy? Discuss the ethical issues involved in 

gene therapy. 

 

 3.  What is animal testing? What is the use of of animal testing? What are the ethical 

issues involved? 

 

 4.  What are social issues included in environmental ethics?  

Q.3 Write notes on. (Any Two) (10) 

 1.  Ethical issues involved in animal cloning  

 2.  Euthanasia  

 3.  Conservation ethics in Indian culture  

SECTION - II 

Q.4 Case Study 

Burn patients often require extensive skin grafts. Using current technology, physicians 

routinely take small skin samples from burn victims, expand the cells in tissue culture, and 

proceed to grow skin in sheets. These sheets are then transplanted to the burn site. 

(15) 

C 
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Questions: 

1.  What is your initial ethical reaction for cloning human cells in this manner? Is this a  

     good or bad thing overall? 

2.  What facts support your response? 

3.  Is there any underlying moral principle that supports your response? 

4.  Are there viable arguments against your position? 

 

OR 

Red Rice is a serious weed in rice production fields in North and South America. Red rice 

is extremely dffficult to control because rice and red rice are different cultivars of the same 

genus and species, (Oryza sativa L), and will therefore interbred. The outcrossing 

frequency is approximately 2% which is considered high by plant breeding standards. This 

means that in rice fields infested with red rice, traits of rice can be rapidly transferred to the 

red rice. 

Rice has been genetically engineered to have a herbicide resistant gene. Because of 

outcrossing, it is apparent that if herbicide resistant rice were grown in red rice infested 

fields, the red rice would acquire herbicide resistance. An international donor agency 

funded the research that engineered rice herbicide resistance, but after examining the 

potential consequences to U.S. rice production, refused to allow the rice to be released for 

U.S. production. 

A scientist at the international research agency learned of the herbicide resistant rice and 

requested and received from the donor agency herbicide resistant rice seed for commercial 

production. The scientist wanted the seed because using the seed would eliminate the 

chemical load on the environment, and reduce production costs. 

In Colombia, typical rice culture consists of tilling the soil, irrigating to germinate all seeds, 

and chemically killing the emerged seedlings. This process is repeated three times before 

the seedbed is ready to plant. 

Questions: 

1.  What are potential harms that could occur by using herbicide resistant rice? 

2.  What are potential benefits that could occur by using herbicide resistant rice? 

3.  Who would be harmed, and who would be benefited by using the herbicide resistant  

     rice? 

4.  If you are the international research agency executive who decided to ban its use in the  

      country, how would you defend your position on moral grounds? 

5.  Assume that the herbicide resistant rice can be effectively grown for a long tirne, but 

 the herbicide resistance is transferred to another native plant in the community. What 

 are the moral implications of allowing this change in the native species to occur? 

Q.5 Answer the following.  (10) 

 1. Major and secondary ethical principles.  

 2. Ethical debate regarding genetically modified food.  

 


